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Do you think you should consider the technical ability of the water purifier you are going to buy? Of
course, you should. The purifier you buy should have the ability to eliminate all types of
contaminants right from micro organisms to chemicals and new age tough pollutants. What about
total dissolved solids (TDS)? Not all purifiers available in the market can reduce TDS levels to
acceptable standards. It is only use of an RO system that makes it happen. To know whether your
tap water contains TDS levels or not, send a sample to the nearest lab. The report will not only
contain list of all contaminants present but also find mention about availability of TDS and
suggestion of the right purification mechanism. Think about water purifiers and you will be
transported to the terrain of Eureka Forbes. Whether it is the Eureka Forbes RO or UV or storage or
any available mechanism, â€˜technological excellence and superlative qualityâ€™ marks each purifier.
Every purifier from this company guarantees purification effectiveness.

AquaGuard is an award winning brand from Eureka Forbes. The AquaGuard water purifier is
available via direct sales, i.e. right at the comfort of your doorsteps. You need not take out extra
time to visit appliances stores or retail outlets to buy it. You only save on time and energy. Besides,
Eureka Forbes provides home demonstration of the desired AquaGuard water purifier you are
interested to buy. Once you are satisfied with the mechanism, you can go for it. You can also book
most of the AquaGuard water purifier series online at the companyâ€™s corporate site
eurekaforbes.com, paying a part of the actual amount and then paying the rest of the amount on
delivery. The booking amount, buying process, and related paraphernalia is displayed against each
AquaGuard water purifier. Here you can view image, description, features, and technical
specifications, compare purifiers and take the right buying decision. To order your AquaGuard water
purifier over phone, just dial 3988 3333.

If you are recommended to use an RO system, you have a range of options to choose from under
the Eureka Forbes RO AquaGuard water purifier series. Compare all the available options so that
you get one installed that rightly meets the requirement of all members of your family. Consider the
storage capacity so that you never run short of pure water. There are three Eureka Forbes RO
system options, viz. Total ENHANCE, Total Reviva, and Total Atom. Each system is considered the
best. Lakhs of people living in areas where TDS levels are high, bank upon these Eureka Forbes
RO systems. And they are cost effective no matter which of the systems you opt to buy. If you are
too confused as to which Eureka Forbes RO system to buy, worry not. Just request for a home
demonstration! Trained Eureka Forbes executives will turn up at your doorsteps and perform
demonstration of the system. Once you are satisfied with the working mechanism, you can get it
installed. And then prompt service is always assured.
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